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E5_A5_872007_c69_235034.htm 181. evoke: evoke warm

acclamations. a book that has evoked much controversy. evoke our

memories of those old movies 182. exaggerate: exaggerate his own

role in the project. exaggeration of the damages 183. exceed: exceed

the speed limit. exceed our expectations 184. excel: excel others in

knowledge. excel as an orator. academic excellence. excellence in

English 185. exchange: exchange the currency at par. exchange

experience with foreigners. the stock exchange. an exchange of views

186. execute: execute the terms of a will. execute our duties. put to

execution. execution sale 187. exemplify: exemplify an argument.

films that exemplify the director’s style 188. exempt: exempt the

disabled from military service. income exempt from taxation 189.

exert: exert a profound influence on their personality and life. exert

himself to help others put forth exertions to improve the quality of

their products 190. exhaust: feel exhausted after the journey. my

patience is exhausted. an exhaust valve 191. expel: expel the student

from college for cheating. expel foul air 192. expire: a passport that

will expire in a month. my season ticket that will expire the end of

this week 193. explode: a bomb exploded suddenly. explode with

anger 194. exploit: exploit child labor. exploit the oil under the sea.

exploit every opportunity 195. explore: explore the Antarctic

regions. explore every possibility. explore the wound with his fingers.

look forward for the exploration of the ancient city 196. export:



export many raw materials to foreign countries. free export. the chief

exports of China 197. expose: expose students to good art and

music. expose their plot in the newspapers 198. express: express her

thanks to the host. an express train. air express 199. extend: extend

our holiday by eight days. try to extend our business. extend financial

help to the poor 200. extinguish: extinguish his faith in future.
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